
Newsletter No. 3, October 9, 2004 
 
Meeting Notes, Topics, and Discussion: 
  

1. Jianna welcomed new members and were very happy to see the big turn out. She 
briefly explained the goal of BAIRS and then introduced new board member 
professor Norton from engineering department of Western Washington University. 

2. There about 60 people were at the meeting (in a come and going fashion). 
3. Terry has demonstrated his “Best Engineered Robot (twice winner at Seattle 

Robothon)” called “Top Spin” and explained how Top Spin works. It last about 
half-hour. There were quite a few questions after the talk. 

4. Phillip demonstrated a Lego line following robot with the VIKING helmet. He 
explained how the robot works and the answered a few questions. there were 
about 50people at the talk and about 20 of them are high school or primary school 
kids. They are quite excited about making a Lego robot… 

5. At 11:00, we started working on “Group Projects”. Everybody just broke into 
groups and then started making basic Lego robots. These groups are lead by 
Garrett, Ryan, and Jason (I may left someone since there are so many people and 
hard to keep track of it) 

6. Collin has a group of four kids interested in his robot. Collin is very patient with 
these kids and kindly explains the functions of his robot. 

7. Terry has two people asking questions and he is standing there with big smile and 
answer all questions and offering more explanations on his robot. 

Next meetings possible topics/demonstrations: 
 

1. Trey and Troy were volunteered to present a DDR robot.  I (Paul) didn't catch 
what DDR meant, but on my robots it's usually "Dead or Dying Robot", "Drunk 
or Decrepit Route", etc.  Come to our next meeting to find out what DDR really is, 
or should be.  

2. More Lego sorter stuff  
3. Cell Computing/PFU mini computer board stuff  
4. Phil to discuss a Differential Equation Stabilization Orienting and Balancing Erect 

Robot.(SOBER?) which sounds like a mathematical antithesis of DDR. 
5. Everybody is welcome to demonstrate their robot at the meeting. 

See you next meeting on November 13 (second Saturday of November)! 
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<b>Possible group activity at the next meeting :</b> 
<ol> 
<li>DDR robot (Trey and Troy) 
<li>Engineered robot (Terry Harmer) 
<li>Navigation robot (Collin Topolski, Renee) 
<li>Balancing robot (Phil Nordwall, Scott Alexander) 
<li>Vision robot (Paul Jusak, Natasa Lazetic-Greear) 
<li>Lego robot groups (Jianna Zhang) 
 <ul> 



   <li>Group 1 beginners (Ronda, Jason): step by step instruction is provided to make a 
walking robot with one motor 
   <li>Group 2 intermediate (Ryan, Francis): tankbot with two motors and programming 
in NQC 
   <li>Group 3 advanced (Allen, Garrett): sensors and programming in NQC 
   <li>Group 4 free style: make any robot from your imagination and program it to do 
something  
</ol> 
<b>See you next meeting on November 13 (second Saturday of November)!</b> 
 
 
 
 


